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Title:
• Which brand of leg protection boot gives my horse his best performance?

Statement of the Problem:
● The purpose of this experiment is to find out which performance boot would protect and give my

horse his best performance. I wanted to do this because I put my horses first always and want
them to feel their best and comfortable, to give them their best performance. I also wanted to do
this because I didn't want to buy performance boots (that are expensive) that don't even keep my
horses safe or comfortable. The information from this experiment will help other people by letting
them know which performance boot to buy so they aren't wasting money but are also keeping
their horse safe.

Objective:
In this experiment I will be testing three different leg protection boot brands ( Professionals Choice,
Classic Equine, Reinsman ) to see which one gives my horse his best performance time.

Hypothesis:
● What leg protection boot brand gives my horse his best performance?

○ I hypothesise that the professional choice boot will be the best because it has the best
support in it and it's my favorite to use currently while riding.Research states,during a
workout most horses will shift their weight on to different legs but with these boots
horses have been found shifting their weight onto the legs with the boots.Creating,a
comfortable and reliable boot to work with. Which is good because the horse is going to
be comfortable and wanting to give their best performance.

Materials:

● A horse (that is saddled and ready to ride)
● 1 pair (2) Professionals Choice Splint boots
● 1 pair (2) Classic Equine Splint boots
● 1 pair (2) Reinsman Splint boots
● A Iphone 11 (used for timing and photographs)
● Metal Barrels ( used for competition barrel racing)
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● An Arena
● Science Fair Logbook
● Google Chromebook
● A volunteer for timing and photographs

Dependent and Independent Variable:

● Independent- Brand Leg Protection Boot
● Dependent- the time it takes with each leg protection boot
● Constants- the horse,the arena, the tack, the amount of energy,and the same warm-up.

Procedure:
1. I saddled my horse up the same way I would with the other boots.
2. I took (before) photos of my horse's legs before I rode my horse with the boot I had.
3. I trotted three laps each way around my standard size arena.
4. I loped two laps each way around my standard size arena.
5. I set my timer mark 60ft away from the first barrel and the first and second barrel 90ft

away from each other and the second and third barrel 105ft away from each other.
6. I made four runs through the standard size pattern.
7. I put the time I got in the notes app on my phone.
8. I took (after) photos of my horse's legs after my ride with the boot I used.
9. I unsaddled my horse and put him in his stall.
10. I put the time I got with that boot in my logbook.
11. I let my horse have a good night's rest and repeated the following day.

Results:
● The results for this experiment showed that after averaging my 7 trials, the Professional Choice

boot time was 27.16, the Reinsman boot was 29.46, and the Classic Equine was 27.94.  This
information indicates that the “Professional Choice” boot clocked in at the lowest time making
it the best boot for racing.

Brand of Splint
Boot

Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 Trial 6 Trial 7 Average

Professional
Choice

27.60 27.71 27.78 26.58 26.42 26.64 27.39 27.16

Reinsman 33.00 29.00 28.57 28.43 28.36 29.47 29.48 29.46

Classic Equine 26.55 27.08 28.23 27.46 29.68 28.19 28.45 27.94







Conclusion:
1.  In this experiment my objective was to test three different leg protection boot brands (
Professionals Choice, Classic Equine, Reinsman ) to see which one gives my horse his best performance
time. I would make 1 run then write down my time and I repeated this 7 times for each boot brand.

2. In this experiment I hypothesized that the professional choice boot will be the best
because it has the best support in it and it's my favorite to use currently while riding.
Research states,during a workout most horses will shift their weight on to different legs but
with these boots horses have been found shifting their weight onto the legs with the boots.
Creating, a comfortable and reliable boot to work with.  Which is good because the horse is
going to be comfortable and wanting to give their best performance.  My hypothesis was
correct because the Professionals Choice boot did indeed have the lowest time which had
the fastest time of all the boots.

3. The results for this experiment showed that after averaging my 7 trials, the Professional
Choice boot time was 27.16, the Reinsman boot was 29.46, and the Classic Equine was
27.94.  This information indicates that the Professional Choice boot clocked in at the lowest
time making it the best boot for racing.

4. As a professional barrel racer I want my time to be the lowest, which is what this
experiment showed me. I wanted a reliable boot that would make my horse faster but also
keep my horse comfortable. Which Professionals Choice ended up being the best so I will
continue using their boots and buying more of their boots.

5. If I were able to do this experiment again I would have a larger sample size so I could see
how long each boot would last to keep its durability and support. Why I would do this is
because I want to see how long it takes until the boot is out of its worth. Also because I want
to know how long the boot could last so I know when to buy a replacement for that boot.

Pictures: Additional photographs or drawings



Figure 1 :  An image of a barrel pattern on a standard pattern



Figure 2 :  A photo of me barrel racing at Junior World Finals



Figure 3 :  Another photo of me barrel racing at Junior World Finals





Figure 4 :  An image of Professionals Choice performance boot

Figure 5 :  An image of Classic Equine performance boots





Figure 6 :  An image of Reinsman performance boots

Figure 7 :  A Photo of my horse Tucker I used for this experiment


